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Abstract. We give the full description of the Crδ embeddings of a given diﬀeomorphism
F : R2 ⊃ U → R2 of class Cr such that F (0) = 0 and d(r)F (x) = d(r)F (0)+O(‖x‖δ), ‖x‖ →
0 with a hyperbolic ﬁxed point. That is we determine all families of Crδ diﬀeomorphisms of
the plane deﬁned in a neighbourhood of the origin such that F t◦F s = F t+s, t, s ≥ 0, F 1 = F
and the mapping t → F t(x) is continuous. To describe these semigroups we determine the
real logarithms and all continuous groups of the real non-singular matrices.
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1. Introduction
In [16] the author considered the problem of the embeddability of a given
diﬀeomorphism F : U → U in Cr-iteration semigroups, where 0 ∈ U ⊂ RN ,
N ≥ 2 and 0 is the only hyperbolic ﬁxed point of F . The main result gives the
conditions for the embeddability of F in a regular iteration semigroup. In this
note we study the particular case N = 2 which has its own speciﬁcity being a
consequence of some geometrical and algebraical properties of the plane. The
general assumptions made in [16] here are simply veriﬁable and we obtain a
readable form for the given formulas. Moreover, we generalize the main result
from [16] replacing the class of functions Cr by a more general class Crδ and
dispose of the assumption of the lake of resonances (see [1]). Also in the planar
case we are able to give a clear description of the trajectory of the considered
ﬂows. The astonishing property that linear mappings F (x) = λx have in the
plane which possess very rich families of C1δ embeddings which is not true in
dimension 1 (see Theorem 2.4 case (iii)).
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Let r ≥ 1 be an integer, 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1 and let U ⊂ R2 be a neighbourhood of
0. By Diﬀrδ(U) denote the set of all diﬀeomorphisms F : U → R2 of class Cr
such that F (0) = 0 and
d(r)F (x) = d(r)F (0) + O(‖x‖δ), ‖x‖ → 0.
We call F a Crδ mapping if F ∈ Diﬀrδ(U). A family of Crδ mappings F t : U → U ,
t ≥ 0 is said to be a Crδ iteration semigroup or a Crδ semiﬂow if:
F t ◦ F s = F t+s, t, s ≥ 0
and for every x ∈ U the mapping t 	→ F t(x) is Lebesgue measurable. If
F 1 = F then this semigroup is said to be a Crδ embedding of F or a C
r
δ
iteration semigroup of F . We also say that F is Crδ embeddable.
In this paper we determine all continuous groups of a real non-singular
matrix S ∈ M2(R). We then apply these results and generalize the results
from [16] to give the full description of the regular iteration semigroups of
the given diﬀeomorphism deﬁned on some neighbourhood of the hyperbolic
ﬁxed point 0. In order to do this we determine all real logarithms of a real
non-singular matrix S ∈ M2(R).
We say that a real square matrix S has a real logarithm if there exists a
real matrix A such that







It is known that every non-singular real matrix S has a complex logarithm
(see [15]), however, S has a real logarithm if and only if S is non-singular
and the geometric multiplicity of each real negative eigenvalue λ of S is even
(see [4], [12]). This is equivalent to the property that each Jordan block of S
belonging to a negative eigenvalue repeats an even number of times. Moreover,
such a logarithm is unique if and only if all eigenvalues of S are real and positive
and their geometric multiplicities are equal to one, i.e. no Jordan blocks of S
belonging to the same eigenvalues appear more than once (see [4,12]).
Let I stand for the identity matrix. By σ(S) denote the set of eigenvalues
of S. The above facts in the particular case may be put as follows
Proposition 1.1. A matrix S ∈ M2(R) has a real logarithm if and only if S is
non-singular and σ(S) ⊂ C \ R− or S = λI for some λ < 0. This logarithm is
unique if and only if σ(S) ⊂ R+ and S 
= λI for some λ ∈ R+.
In Appendix 3 we determine explicitly all real logarithms of the above ma-
trices. These logarithms are applied in the description of matrix embeddings.
Recall that a family S = {St ∈ Mn(R), t ∈ R} is called a continuous
iteration group if StSs = St+s for t, s ∈ R and limt→0 St = I. If S1 = S for a
given matrix S we call S a linear embedding of S.
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Suppose that S ∈ M2(R) has a real logarithm A, i.e. S = eA and put
St := etA, t ∈ R. (1.2)
Then the family {St, t ∈ R} is a continuous embedding of S. Conversely, if
{St, t ∈ R} is a continuous iteration group of linear mappings then there
exists a limit limt→∞ 1t (S
t − I) =: A and (1.2) holds (see [5] p.283). Hence
A ∈ M2(R). Thus every group {St, t ∈ R} determines uniquely the real matrix
A such that eA = S1.
By P = [a,b] ∈ M2(R) we denote a matrix with two linearly independent
columns a,b ∈ R2. We also set
W (t) :=
[
cos t sin t
− sin t cos t
]
.
The basis of our considerations is the following.
Proposition 1.2. Let S ∈ M2(R) be a non-singular matrix.
(i) If S has two distinct real eigenvalues λ1, λ2 > 0 then S has a unique







where Sa = λ1a and Sb = λ2b.
(ii) If S has a unique eigenvalue λ > 0 and S 
= λI then S has a unique







where Sa = λa and Sb = λa + b.
(iii) If S = λI then S has inﬁnitely many real linear embeddings. They are
given by the formula
St = |λ|tRW (tkπ)R−1, k ∈ Z,
where R is an arbitrary non-singular matrix, k is odd if λ < 0 and k is
even if λ > 0.
(iv) If S has an eigenvalue λ ∈ C \ R then S has countably many real linear
embeddings. These embeddings are given by
St = |λ|tPW (t(Arg λ + 2kπ))P−1, k ∈ Z,
where a = Rew, b = Imw and Sw = λw.
If S is linearly embeddable then S satisﬁes one of the assumptions from the
cases (i), (ii), (iii) or (iv) above.
The proof is a direct consequence of Proposition 3.1 from Appendix 3.
Let us note that another approach to the determination of all iteration
groups of real square matrices is given also in [6] and [2]. In [6] the problem
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is solved in the most general case, i.e. without any regularity with respect to
the parameter t and the solution is obtained by the methods of functional
equations.
2. The embeddings of diﬀeomorphisms
In this section we assume that
(H) F ∈ Diﬀrδ(U), r+δ > 1 and λ1, λ2 are eigenvalues of S := dF (0) satisfying
|λ1| ≤ |λ2| < 1.
The problem of embedding a mapping F ∈ Diﬀrδ(U) in a regular iteration
semigroup is strictly connected to the problem of the existence of the real
embedding of the matrix S = dF (0) (see Proposition 1.2) and the problem of
the existence of the formal solution of
ϕ(F (x)) = Sϕ(x), x ∈ U. (2.1)
Recall that a polynomial function ηr : R2 → R2 (r ≥ 2) given by ηr(x) =
x +
∑r
k=2 Lk(x), where Lk are homogeneous polynomials of degree k, is said
to be a formal solution of (2.1) of r-th order if it satisﬁes the system
d(k)(ηr ◦ F − Sηr)(0) = 0, k = 2, 3, . . . , r.
Such a solution exists and is unique if F has no resonance up to r-order (see
e.g. [13,14]), which in the two dimensional case means that the eigenvalues of
S satisfy λk2 
= λ1 for an integer 2 ≤ k ≤ r (see [17]).
Theorem 2.1. Let F satisfy (H), |λ2|r+δ < |λ1| and λk2 
= λ1 for 2 ≤ k ≤ r (if
r ≥ 2). Then F has a Crδ embedding {F t : V → V, t ≥ 0}, where V ⊂ U is a
neighbourhood of 0 if and only if S has a real logarithm.
This embedding is of the form
F t(x) = ϕ−1(Stϕ(x)), t ≥ 0, (2.2)




−n ◦ θr ◦ Fn(x), (2.3)
where θr = id for r = 1, δ > 0 and r = 2 with δ = 0, θr = ηr−1 for r ≥ 2
and δ = 0 and θr = ηr, otherwise, here ηr is a formal solution of r-th order of
(2.1).
Proof. If r ≥ 2 then (2.1) has a formal solutions ηk up to r-order. It follows
by Kuczma’s theorem on linearization (see [8] and [9] p. 336) that Eq. (2.1)
has a unique solution ϕ ∈ Diﬀrδ(W ), where W ⊂ U is a basin of attraction of
0 such that dϕ(0) = I and d(k)ϕ(0) = ηk for k = 2, ..., r (if r ≥ 2).
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In the cases r = 1 with δ > 0 and r = 2 with δ = 0 it follows respectively




If r ≥ 3 and δ = 0 then by Theorem 3 in [17],
ϕ(x) = lim
n→∞ S
−n ◦ ηr−1 ◦ Fn(x),
however if r ≥ 2 and δ > 0 then Theorem 1 in [17] implies that
ϕ(x) = lim
n→∞ S
−n ◦ ηr ◦ Fn(x).
Let S have a real logarithm A. Put St := etA, t ≥ 0. Similarly as in the proof
of Theorem 1 in [16] one can show that there exists an open set B ⊂ ϕ[W ]
such that 0 ∈ St[B] ⊂ B for t ≥ 0. This property enables us to deﬁne the
family of functions (2.2) on the set V := ϕ−1[B]. Obviously (2.2) deﬁnes a Crδ
iteration semigroup on V such that F 1 = F and dF t(0) = St for t ≥ 0.
Now we prove the uniqueness. Let {Gt : V → V, t ≥ 0} be a Crδ iteration
semigroup of F . Deﬁne St := dF t(0). Obviously {St, t ≥ 0} is a continuous
linear embedding of S. Hence there exists a limit limt→∞ 1t (S
t − I) =: A and
A is a real logarithm of S (see [5] p. 283).
Put Φt := (St)−1◦ϕ◦Gt, t ≥ 0. Obviously Φt are of class Cr and dΦt(0) = I.
By (2.1) and the fact that G1 = F we have
Φt ◦ F = (St)−1 ◦ ϕ ◦ Gt ◦ F = (St)−1 ◦ ϕ ◦ Gt ◦ G1
= (St)−1 ◦ ϕ ◦ G1 ◦ Gt = (St)−1 ◦ ϕ ◦ F ◦ Gt
= (St)−1 ◦ S ◦ ϕ ◦ Gt = S ◦ (St)−1 ◦ ϕ ◦ Gt = SΦt, t ≥ 0.
By Theorem 1 in [17] ϕ is the unique Crδ solution of (2.1) such that dϕ(0) = I.
Hence ϕ(x) = Φt(x) = (St)−1 ◦ ϕ ◦ Gt(x) for x ∈ V and t ≥ 0. Consequently,
Stϕ(x) = ϕ(Gt(x)) so Gt(x) = ϕ−1(Stϕ(x)). This and (2.2) yield F t(x) =
Gt(x), t ≥ 0, x ∈ V . 
By the same arguments we also get the more general statement.
Remark 2.2. If U ⊂ RN and λ1, . . . , λN are the eigenvalues of dF (0) such that
|λ1| ≤ ..., |λN | ≤ 1 and |λN |r+δ < |λ1|, then the same assertion as in Theorem
2.1 holds.
This result generalizes Theorem 1 in [16]. However, in the discrete case,
i.e. for t ∈ N this generalizes the Sternberg theorem (see [14]). Note that it
follows from the Hartman-Grobman theorem (see [11]) that the formula (2.2)
with a homeomorphism ϕ occurs for C1 iteration semigroups but the function
ϕ although satisﬁes Eq. (2.1) is not uniquely determined.
Let us note the following obvious statement.
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Remark 2.3. Let ϕ : U → R2 be a diﬀeomorphism such that ϕ(0) = 0, dϕ(0) =
I. Suppose that St, P and J t are non-singular matrices such that StP =
PJ t and let F : U → U be a mapping. Put ψ := P−1ϕ, then (i) F t(x) =
ϕ−1(Stϕ(x)) if and only if F t(x) = ψ−1(J tψ(x)) for x ∈ U and t ≥ 0 and
(ii) ϕ(x) = limn→∞ S−nFn(x) if and only if ψ(x) = limn→∞ P−1S−nFn(x)
= limn→∞ J−nPFn(x) for x ∈ U .
Let a matrix P be such that P−1SP is a real Jordan form of S. By Theorem
2.1, Remark 2.3 and Proposition 1.2 we get the following results
Theorem 2.4. Suppose that F satisﬁes (H).
(i) If λ1 
= λ2, λr+δ2 < λ1 < λr−12 and λr2 
= λ1 then the mapping F is
Crδ embeddable if and only if λ1, λ2 > 0. Moreover, F has a unique C
r
δ
embedding {F t : V → V, t ≥ 0} in a neighbourhood of the origin. It is
given by the formula






, x ∈ V, t ≥ 0,
where ψ = (ψ1, ψ2) = P−1ϕ and ϕ is given by (2.3).
(ii) If λ ∈ R\{0} is a unique eigenvalue of S and S 
= λI then the function
F is Crδ embeddable if and only if λ > 0. Then F has exactly one C
r
δ
embedding. This embedding is of the form











, x ∈ V, t ≥ 0,
where V ⊂ U is a neighbourhood of the origin, ψ = (ψ1, ψ2) = P−1ϕ
and ϕ is given by (2.3).
(iii) If dF (0) = λI, where λ ∈ R \ {0} then F has inﬁnitely many Crδ
embeddings {F t : V → V, t ≥ 0}, where V ⊂ U is a neighbourhood of
the origin and




, x ∈ V, t ≥ 0,
where ψ = Rϕ, ϕ is given by (2.3) and R is an arbitrary non-singular
matrix, k ∈ Z and k is odd if λ < 0 and k is even if λ > 0.
(iv) If λ ∈ C \ R is the eigenvalue of S then F has countably many Crδ
embeddings. These embeddings are given by the formula
F t(x) = ψ−1
(
|λ|tW (t(Arg λ + 2kπ))ψ(x)
)
, x ∈ V, t ≥ 0
for k ∈ Z, and some neighbourhood V ⊂ U of the origin, where ψ =
P−1ϕ and ϕ is given by (2.3).
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Put ψ = P−1ϕ, where ϕ is given by (2.3). By Theorem 2.1 and Remark 2.3
we get our assertion.
(ii) Here λ1 = λ2 = λ, so λr+δ2 < λ1 as r + δ > 1. Moreover, F has
no resonance of any order. Thus, by Theorem 2.1, Proposition 1.2 (ii) and
Remark 2.3, we get our assertion. The formula for ψ follows from Theorem 2.1
for r = 1 and δ > 0, since λ1+δ2 < λ1.
(iii) The argumentation is the same as in (ii) above but here we apply
Proposition 1.2 (iii).
Similarly, in view of Proposition 1.2 case (iv), we obtain (iv).
Remark 2.5. Theorem 2.4 is true also in the N dimensional case under the
additional condition that F has no resonance up to r-th order and dF (0) has
exactly N eigenvalues 0 < λ1 < ... < λN < 1 and λr+δN < λ1 < λ
r
N . In the
cases r = 1, δ > 0 and r = 2, δ = 1 the assumption on the resonance can be
omitted. The proof is the same.
Remark 2.6. If F is of class C1δ with δ > 0 and S has either complex eigenvalues
or only one eigenvalue, then the function ψ in Theorem 2.4 (ii), (iii), (iv) is
given by ψ(x) = P−1 limn→∞ S−n ◦ Fn(x). If δ = 0 then the C1 embedding
depends on an arbitrary function (see [7]).
By Theorems 2.1 and 2.4 (iii) we obtain.
Theorem 2.7. Let U = (−a, a) and fi : U → U be the injections belonging to
the class Diﬀ rδ (U) for r ≥ 1 and δ > 0, fi(0) = 0, fi(x) 
= x for x 
= 0 and
f ′i(0) = λi for i = 1, 2 and F (x, y) := (f1(x), f2(y)), x, y ∈ U. If λ1 
= λ2 and
λr+δ2 < λ1 then F has a unique C
r
δ embedding.
If λ1 = λ2 then F has uncountably many Crδ embeddings.
Proof. Suppose λ1, λ2 > 0. It follows by Theorem 1 in [16] that there exist
limits ψi(x) := limn→∞
fni (x)
λni
, i = 1, 2 and they are of class Crδ , moreover





are Crδ embeddings of fi for i = 1, 2. These embeddings are unique (see [7]).
Hence it is easy to verify that F t(x, y) = (f t1(x), f
t
2(y)) for t ≥ 0, x, y ∈ U is
a Crδ iteration semigroup. This implies that (2.1) has a formal solution of r-th
order. It follows by Theorem 2.1 that if λ1 
= λ2, then F possesses a unique
Crδ iteration semigroup {F t, t ≥ 0}.
If λ1 = λ2 = λ then, by Theorem 2.4 (iii), the diﬀeomorphism F possesses
inﬁnitely many Crδ embeddings {F t, t ≥ 0}. They are given by the formula
F t(x, y) = (F t1(x, y), F
t
2(x, y)) for t ≥ 0, (x, y) ∈ U2, where
F t1(x, y) = ϕ
−1
1 (|λ|tϕ1(x) cos (2tkπ) + |λ|tϕ2(y) sin (2tkπ))
F t2(x, y) = ϕ
−1
2 (|λ|tϕ2(y) cos (2tkπ) − |λ|tϕ1(x) sin (2tkπ))
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for x, y ∈ U and








, x ∈ U,








, x ∈ U
and P = [pij ] is an arbitrary non-singular real matrix. 
3. Appendix
In this section we determine the form of all real logarithms of S ∈ M2(R)












for x, y, z ∈ R.
Let us recall also that for every matrix A ∈ M2(R) there is a non-singular
matrix P conjugating A with its Jordan form, i.e. P−1AP = J , where J ∈
{J0(x, y), xI, J1(x, x), J(a, b)} , x, y, a, b ∈ R, b 
= 0, x 
= y and x, y, a + ib are
the eigenvalues of A.
Proposition 3.1. Let S ∈ M2(R).
(i) If S has two distinct real eigenvalues λ1, λ2 then S has a real logarithm
if and only if λ1 > 0 and λ2 > 0. Such a logarithm is unique. It is given
by the formula
A = PJ0(lnλ1, lnλ2)P−1, (3.1)
where P = [a,b] and Sa = λ1a, Sb = λ2b.
(ii) Let S have a unique eigenvalue λ ∈ R \ {0} and S 
= λI. Then S has
a real logarithm if and only if λ > 0. Such a logarithm is unique. It is
given by the formula
A = PJ 1
λ
(lnλ, lnλ)P−1, (3.2)
where P = [a,b], Sa = λa and Sb = λa + b.
(iii) If λ ∈ R \ {0} then the matrix λI has inﬁnitely many real logarithms.
More precisely, if eA = λI and A ∈ M2(R) then there are an integer k
and a non-singular matrix P ∈ M2(R) such that
A = PJ(ln |λ|, kπ)P−1, (3.3)
where k is an odd number if λ < 0 and k is an even number if λ > 0.
For any non-singular matrix P ∈ M2(R) equality (3.3) deﬁnes a real
logarithm of λI.
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(iv) If S has an eigenvalue λ ∈ C \ R then S has a countably many real
logarithms. They are given by the formula
A = PJ(ln |λ|,Arg λ + 2kπ)P−1, k ∈ Z, (3.4)
where P = [a,b], a = rew, b = imw and Sw = λw.
Proof. Case (i). Let P = [a,b] and Sa = λ1a, Sb = λ2b. Assume that there
exists A ∈ M2(R) such that eA = S. Putting B := P−1AP we have
eB = eP
−1AP = P−1SP = J0(λ1, λ2) (3.5)
(see [10]). By the Spectral Mapping Theorem (see [3], p. 208) we get
eσ(B) = σ(eB) = {λ1, λ2}. (3.6)
Hence cardσ(B) = 2. Note that σ(B) consists of real elements. In fact, suppose
that a + bi ∈ σ(B) for some a, b ∈ R, b 
= 0, then σ(B) = {a + bi, a − bi}. By
(3.6) we have ea+bi ∈ R. Thus b = kπ for some integer k and ea+bi = ea−bi,
so eσ(B) consists of one element {ea} or {−ea}, but this is a contradiction.
Therefore, σ(B) = {μ1, μ2}, where μ1, μ2 ∈ R and by (3.6), eμj = λj and
λj > 0 j = 1, 2. Hence there is a non-singular matrix Q ∈ M2(R) such that
Q−1BQ = J0(μ1, μ2). By (3.5) we get
J0(λ1, λ2) = J0(eμ1 , eμ2) = eJ0(μ1,μ2) = eQ
−1BQ = Q−1J0(λ1, λ2)Q.
Hence J0(λ1, λ2)Q = QJ0(λ1, λ2). It is easy to show that then Q = μI for
μ ∈ R and in consequence J0(μ1, μ2) = Q−1BQ = B. Since B = P−1AP we
get A = PJ0(μ1, μ2)P−1. It is easy to verify that matrix A deﬁned by formula
(3.1) satisﬁes (1.1).
Case (ii). Let S be a matrix satisfying the assumptions of (ii) and let
P = [a,b], Sa = λa and Sb = λa + b. Then P−1SP = J1(λ, λ).
Suppose A ∈ M2(R) is such that eA = S. Putting B := P−1AP , we get
eB = J1(λ, λ) and eσ(B) = σ(eB) = {λ}. Hence σ(B) = {ln |λ| + ikπ, ln |λ| −
ikπ} for some k ∈ Z. If k 
= 0 then there exists a matrix D such that D−1BD =
J(ln |λ|, kπ). Since
eJ(a,b) = eaJ(cos b, sin b), a, b ∈ R (3.7)
(see [10], p.13) we have P−1SP = J1(λ, λ) = eB = DeJ(ln |λ|,kπ)D−1 =
D|λ|ID−1 = |λ|I, which contradicts the fact that S 
= λI. Therefore, k = 0 so
{λ} = eσ(B) = {eln |λ|} = {|λ|}, which yields λ > 0 and σ(B) = {lnλ}. Since
B 
= (lnλ)I there exists Q such that
Q−1BQ = J1(lnλ, lnλ). (3.8)
Hence
eJ1(ln λ,ln λ) = eQ
−1BQ = Q−1eBQ = Q−1J1(λ, λ)Q. (3.9)
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Since
eJ1(a,a) = eaJ1(1, 1) for a ∈ R (3.10)
(see [10]) we have eJ1(ln λ,ln λ) = λJ1(1, 1) = Jλ(λ, λ). Combining this and (3.9)
we get QJλ(λ, λ) = J1(λ, λ)Q. A simple calculation shows that Q = Jb(λa, a)
for some a, b ∈ R, a 
= 0. Thus by (3.8),






Thus A = PJ 1
λ
(lnλ, lnλ)P−1. Conversely, applying (3.10) it is easy to verify
that eA = S.
Case (iii). Suppose S = λI, where λ ∈ R \ {0} and let A ∈ M2(R) be such
that eA = λI. Hence, by (3.6), σ(A) = {ln |λ| + kπi, ln |λ| − kπi} for an odd k
if λ > 0 and an even k if λ < 0.
Let C be a Jordan form of A that is C = J(ln |λ|, kπ) for k ∈ Z or
C = J1(lnλ, lnλ) and P−1AP = C for P ∈ M2(R). Notice that only the
ﬁrst case can occur. Indeed, if C = J1(lnλ, lnλ) then, by (3.10), we have
λI = eA = ePJ1(ln λ,ln λ)P
−1
= PeJ1(ln λ,ln λ)P−1 = λPJ1(1, 1)P−1 and in con-
sequence J1(1, 1) = I, a contradiction. Therefore (3.3) holds with k ∈ Z and
P ∈ M2(R).
Conversely, by (3.7) and (3.3), for every non-singular P ∈ M2(R) we have
eA = λI for odd k if λ < 0 and even k for λ > 0.
Case (iv). Let a = rew, b = imw, where Sw = λw and P := [a,b]. Then
P−1SP = J(α, β) where α = reλ and β = imλ 
= 0. Let A ∈ M2(R) and
eA = S. Put B := P−1AP , then
eB = P−1eAP = J(α, β) (3.11)
and, by (3.6), eσ(B) = σ(eB) = σ(J(α, β)) = {α + iβ, α − iβ} = {λ, λ}. Hence
σ(B) = {μ + iν, μ − iν}, where
μ = ln |λ|, ν = Arg λ + 2kπ (3.12)
for k ∈ Z and α = eμ cos ν, β = eμ sin ν. Furthermore, similarly as for the
matrix S, there exists a non-singular matrix Q such that
Q−1BQ = J(μ, ν). (3.13)
Thus, by (3.7), we have J(α, β) = eμJ(cos ν, sin ν) = eJ(μ,ν) = eQ
−1BQ =
Q−1J(α, β)Q, so QJ(α, β) = J(α, β)Q. The last relation implies that Q =
J(x, y) for some x, y ∈ R and J(x, y)J(μ, ν) = J(μ, ν)J(x, y). Therefore (3.13)
becomes B = J(μ, ν). Hence the fact that A = P−1J(μ, ν)P and (3.12) give
(3.4).
Obviously, if A is given by (3.4) then, by (3.7), we get eA = S. 
Remark 3.2. The part (i) is also true for real n × n matrices, where n > 2.
The proof is the same, it diﬀers only in minor details.
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